
ramshackle desolate

peculiar

over-
whelmed

hobbled frantically
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precious blossom

spellbound

mammoth

brilliant marvel
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crafty murky

marvelous

famished

colossal amble
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repulsive lurching

gape

insidiously

seething serenely
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indescrib-
able

chaos

deck

realize

pandmo-
nium

martyr
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majestic-
ally

literally

encore

ascent

inferior extra-
ordinary
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essential vital

loathsome

menacing

infuriate cease
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enthralled tremen-
dous

flabber-
gasted

malevol-
ently

merciless-
ly

detest
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deluge sinister

smither-
eens

toboggans

plummet stupor
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commotion giddy

elegant

procession
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ramshackle desolate

peculiar

over-
whelmed

hobbled frantically

-in a state of 
severe 

disrepair

-empty of 
people or life -to be 

overpowered 
by feelings

-strange or 
uncommon

-to walk 
awkwardly

-to do 
something in a 

hurried, 
unorganized 

way
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precious blossom

spellbound

mammoth

brilliant marvel

-of great 
value

-noun: a flower 
on a tree or 

bush
-verb: to 
produce 
flowers

-huge

-unmoving as 
if under a 

spell

-very bright 
and radiant

-a wonderful 
or amazing 

thing or 
person
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crafty murky

marvelous

famished

colossal amble

-smart at getting 
what one wants 
using dishonest 

methods

-dark and 
gloomy

-very hungry

-causing great 
wonder

-extremely 
large

-to walk at a 
slow, relaxed 

pace
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repulsive lurching

gape

insidiously

seething serenely

-making one 
feel disgust

-abrupt, 
unsteady 

movements

-working 
harmfully in a 

sneaky 
manner

-stare in 
amazement 
with one’s 

mouth open

-to be crowded 
with people or 
things moving 

about in a rapid or 
hectic way

-to do 
something 
without 
trouble
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indescrib-
able

chaos

deck

realize

pandemo-
nium

martyr

-too unusual 
to be 

described

-state of 
total disorder 
and confusion

-become fully 
aware or 

understand 
clearly

-a platform of 
planks open to the 
weather and found 

on a boat or 
attached to a 

building

-wild, noisy 
disorder or 
confusion

-a person who 
is killed 

because of 
their beliefs
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majestic-
ally literally

encore

ascent

inferior extra-
ordinary

-doing something 
with large and 

impressive beauty

-use of words 
in their most 
basic sense

-an instance 
of rising 

through the 
air

-a repeat 
performance

-lower in rank, 
status, or 

quality

-very 
remarkable or 

unusual
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essential vital

loathsome

menacing

infuriate cease

-very 
necessary

-very 
necessary

-threatening, 
dangerous

-causing 
hatred or 
disgust

-make 
someone very 

angry

-come to an 
end
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enthralled tremen-
dous

flabber-
gasted

malevolent
-ly

merciless-
ly

detest

-capture the 
fascinated 

attention of
-very great in 
amount, size 
or intensity

-doing 
something to 
others in an 

evil way

-to surprise 
someone 
greatly

-doing 
something 

without mercy 
or forgiveness

-dislike 
strongly
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deluge sinister

smither-
eens

toboggans

plummet stupor

-overcome with 
a large amount 
of something, 

especially water

-evil -a long, narrow 
sled that 

curves up and 
back at the 

front

-small pieces
-fall down 

quickly -a state of near 
unconsciousness
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commotion giddy

elegant

procession
-a state of 

confused and 
noisy 

disturbance

-a sensation of 
whirling that 

makes one feel 
like falling

-people or cars 
moving forward in an 

orderly way, 
especially as part of 

a festival or 
ceremony

-graceful and 
stylish in 

appearance
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Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs

Instructions: Using the Word Wall, write 5 examples of each part of speech below.
Then pick 5 words from the 20 you have written down and write 5 sentences using those words.
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Yay!  Nay!

Instructions: Using the Word Wall, write 6 examples of “positive” words and 6 examples of “negative” words.
Then pick 4 words from the 12 you have written down and write 4 sentences using those words.
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	Ascent (Chap. 23, pg. 80) (noun): an instance of rising through the air�	Synonyms: rise, climb, liftoff�	Antonyms: descent, lower, drop��Amble (Chap. 13, pg. 40) (verb): walk at a slow, relaxed pace�	Synonyms: mosey, stroll, saunter�	Antonyms: run, walk briskly��Blossom (Chap. 6, pg. 18) (noun): a flower on a tree or bush�		       (verb): to produce flowers�	Synonyms: flower, bud; opening�	Antonyms: n/a; fade, wither��Brilliant (Chap. 7, pg. 23) (adj.): very bright and radiant�	Synonyms: bright, dazzling, vivid�	Antonyms: dull, dark��Cease (Chap. 27, page 105) (verb): come to an end�	Synonyms: stop, finish�	Antonyms: begin, continue, start��Chaos (Chap. 17, pg. 53) (noun): state of total disorder and confusion�	Synonyms: disorder, confusion, mayhem�	Antonyms: order��Colossal (Chap. 12, pg. 37) (adj.): extremely large�	Synonyms: huge, mammoth, enormous�	Antonyms: tiny, small, little��Commotion (Chap. 37, pg. 131) (noun): a state of confused and noisy disturbance�	Synonyms: disturbance, uproar, chaos, pandemonium�	Antonyms: peace, quiet, silence��Crafty (Chap. 8, pg. 24) (adj.): smart at getting what one wants using dishonest methods�	Synonyms: clever, tricky, scheming�	Antonyms: honest��Deck (Chap. 18, pg. 60, 61) (noun): a platform of planks open to the weather and found on a boat or attached to a building��Deluge (Chap. 30, pg. 118) (noun): overcome with a large amount of something, especially water�	Synonyms: flood, torrent�	Antonyms: n/a�
	��Desolate (Chap. 1, pg. 4) (adjective): empty of people or life�	Synonyms: bleak, stark, bare�	Antonyms: populated, crowded��Detest (Chap. 29, pg. 113) (verb): dislike strongly�	Synonyms: hate, dislike, loathe�	Antonyms: love, adore��Elegant (Chap. 39, pg. 144) (adjective): graceful and stylish in appearance�	Synonyms: classy, sophisticated, chic�	Antonyms: inelegant, unsophisticated, common��Encore (Chap. 24, pg. 87) (noun): a repeat performance�	Synonyms: repetition�	Antonyms: n/a��Enthralled (Chap. 28, page 108) (verb): capture the fascinated attention of�	Synonyms: fascinate, captivate, charm�	Antonyms: bore, repel, repulse��Essential (Chap. 25, pg. 89) (adj.): very necessary�	Synonyms: crucial, necessary, vital, needed�	Antonyms: optional, unimportant��Extraordinary (Chap. 25, pg. 89) (adj.): very remarkable or unusual�	Synonyms: amazing, exceptional, marvelous�	Antonyms: ordinary, average, expected��Famished (Chap. 11, page 34) (adj.): very hungry�	Synonyms: hungry, starving�	Antonyms: full, stuffed��Flabbergast (Chap. 38, pg. 112, 140) (verb): to surprise someone greatly�	Synonyms: astonish, amaze, overwhelm�	Antonyms: bore��Frantically (Chap. 5, pg. 15) (adverb): to do something in a hurried, disorganized way�	Synonyms: hectically, distraughtly�	Antonyms: calmly��Gape (Chap. 15, pg. 48) (verb) stare in amazement with one’s mouth open �	Synonyms: stare, ogle�	Antonyms: look away, ignore������
	����Giddy (Chap. 37, pg. 132) (adjective) a sensation of whirling that makes one feel like falling �	Synonyms: dizzy, woozy�	Antonyms: calm, level-headed, steady��Hobble (Chap. 3, pg. 10) (verb) to walk awkwardly �	Synonyms: limp, walk clumsily�	Antonyms: stride, run, walk smoothly��Insidiously (Chap. 14, pg. 46) (adv.): working harmfully in a sneaky manner�	Synonyms: stealthily, craftily, sneakily�	Antonyms: honestly, openly��Indescribable (Chap. 17, pg. 53) (adj.): too unusual to be described�	Synonyms: inexpressible, unspeakable�	Antonyms: describable, explainable��Inferior (Chap. 24, pg. 87) (adj.): lower in rank, status, or quality�	Synonyms: second class, lesser�	Antonyms: superior, first class��Infuriate (Chap. 27, page 103) (verb): make someone very angry�	Synonyms: anger, enrage, inflame�	Antonyms: calm, please��Literally (Chap. 23, pg. 80) (adverb): use of words in their most basic sense�	Synonyms: really, actually, truly�	Antonyms: doubtfully, figuratively, metaphorically��Loathsome (Chap. 27, page 103) (adj.): causing hatred or disgust�	Synonyms: repulsive, disgusting, sickening�	Antonyms: likable, delightful��Lurching (Chap. 14, pg. 44) (verb): moving with abrupt, unsteady movements�	Synonyms: staggering, jerking, pitching�	Antonyms: stabilizing, steadying��Majestically (Chap. 22, page 79) (adverb): doing something with large and impressive beauty�	Synonyms: wonderfully, regally, grandly�	Antonyms: ordinarily��Malevolently (Chap. 28, pg. 110) (adv.): doing something to others in an evil way�	Synonyms: meanly, maliciously, dishonestly, evilly�	Antonyms: honestly, truthfully, nicely�������
	������Marvelous (Chap. 12, pg. 36) (adj.): causing great wonder�	Synonyms: extraordinary, amazing, wonderful�	Antonyms: normal, boring, common��Mammoth (Chap. 7, pg. 20) (adj.): huge�	Synonyms: large, enormous, gigantic�	Antonyms: small, tiny��Martyr (Chap. 20, pg. 73) (noun): a person who is killed because of their beliefs�	Synonyms: saint�	Antonyms: n/a��Marvel (Chap. 8, pg. 24) (noun): a wonderful or amazing thing or person�	Synonyms: wonder, miracle, spectacle�	Antonyms: normality��Menacing (Chap. 27, page 98) (adj.): threatening, dangerous�	Synonyms: frightening, alarming, looming�	Antonyms: helping, unthreatening��Mercilessly (Chap. 28, page 112) (adv.): doing something without mercy or forgiveness�	Synonyms: cruelly, ruthlessly, meanly�	Antonyms: mercifully, gently, considerately��Murky (Chap. 10, pg. 30) (adj.): dark and gloomy�	Synonyms: dismal, dreary, bleak�	Antonyms: bright, sunny, brilliant��Overwhelmed (Chap. 2, pg. 8) (verb) to be overpowered by feelings�	Synonyms: affected, overpowered, overcome�	Antonyms: underwhelmed��Pandemonium (Chap. 19, pg. 66) (noun) wild, noisy disorder or confusion�	Synonyms: uproar, chaos, turmoil�	Antonyms: calm, silence, peace��Peculiar (Chap. 2, pg. 5) (adj.) strange or uncommon�	Synonyms: strange, queer, weird, odd, uncommon, unusual�	Antonyms: normal, typical, ordinary��Plummet (Chap. 35, pg. 127) (verb) fall down quickly�	Synonyms: plunge, fall, descend�	Antonyms: ascend, shoot up�����������
	������Precious (Chap. 5, page 16) (adj.) of great value�	Synonyms: treasured, valuable, costly�	Antonyms: worthless, cheap, unworthy��Procession (Chap. 38, pg. 141) (noun): people or cars moving forward in an orderly way, especially as part of a festival or ceremony�	Synonyms: parade, caravan�	Antonyms: n/a��Ramshackle (Chap. 1, pg. 2) (adjective): in a state of severe disrepair�	Synonyms: run-down, beat-up, decaying�	Antonyms: sturdy, solid, stable��Realize (Chap. 18, page 60) (verb): become fully aware or understand clearly�	Synonyms: notice, figure out, perceive�	Antonyms: ignore, misunderstand, disbelieve��Repulsive (Chap. 14, pg. 44) (adj.): making one feel disgust�	Synonyms: disgusting, sickening, unpleasant�	Antonyms: attractive, pleasant, wonderful��Seething (Chap. 16, pg. 50) (adjective): to be crowded with people or things moving about in a rapid or hectic way�	Synonyms: uproar, disorderly, chaotic�	Antonyms: calm, peaceful�                                                                                                                      �Serenely (Chap. 16, page 53) (adv.): to do something without trouble�	Synonyms: calmly, peacefully, tranquilly�	Antonyms: frantically, excitedly��Sinister (Chap. 31, pg. 120) (adj.): evil�	Synonyms: harmful, threatening, menacing�	Antonyms: happy, nice, good��Smithereens (Chap. 33, pg. 123) (noun): small pieces�	Synonyms: bit, crumb, particle                                                                                 �	Antonyms: whole, total, entirety��Spellbound (Chap. 7, pg. 21) (adj.): unmoving as if under a spell�	Synonyms: enchanted, fascinated, entranced�	Antonyms: bored, uninterested��Stupor (Chap. 35, pg 127) (noun): a state of near-unconsciousness�	Synonyms: daze, unconsciousness�	Antonyms: awake, alert�������������
	����Toboggans (Chap. 31, pg. 120) (noun): a long, narrow sled that curves up and back at the front�	Synonyms: sled�	Antonyms: n/a��Tremendous (Chap. 28, pg. 110) (adj.): very great in amount, size or intensity�	Synonyms: colossal, mammoth, huge�	Antonyms: tiny, small, slight��Vital (Chap. 25, pg. 89) (adj.): very necessary�	Synonyms: important, essential, crucial, needed�	Antonyms: unimportant, optional�������������
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